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3 Proactive Tactics
to Take the Retail Labor 
Shortage Head On 
How to simplify workflows to boost 
productivity and customer satisfaction
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The world of retail is tough right now. Continued supply chain shortages, 
a dim labor outlook, rising customer expectations… the list goes on and 
on. You’ve done your best with the resources you have, but with retail in 
a constant state of disruption, there no telling what will come next. So, 
how can you prepare? How can you make operations more profitable 
and embrace transformation while being able to manage what comes 
your way? The answer starts with mastering the three basics in retail: 
communication, task management and scheduling.

3 Ways to Be Agile and Proactive
in Today’s Retail World 

Labor Forecasting 
and Scheduling

3

1
Close

Communication 
Gaps

Pivot Priorities with
Task Management
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We’ve all heard the phrase “communication is key,” but what does that really mean in retail? Communication goes beyond quarterly meetings with updates— 
it requires true transparency among all stores, workers and customers. 

Streamlined communication among all departments, from the back room to the store floor to curbside, can offer a better shopping experience. Here are a 
few ways to get started. 

A truck breaks down, a delivery is late, workers 
call out. These common hiccups in an associates’ 
day-to-day are inevitable, and as much as we try 
to minimize disruptions, they can feel like a falling 
line of dominoes. 

With the right technology to help bring real-
time communication and collaboration among 
surrounding stores, employees and with 
customers, your operations can immediately 
respond to unexpected events and ensure a 
smooth operational experience.

We know that knowledge of inventory is critical 
– let’s make it easier. Empower associates with 
instant access to the information from mobile 
devices so they can answer customer questions, 
identify where an item is or if it’s in stock right 
from their fingertips. 

Today’s customers depend on savvy 
technology to make checkout a breeze. Help 
associates complete the sale with a seamless 
checkout process. With clear and constant 
communication, workers can keep lines moving, 
conduct quick price checks, void an item or 
even troubleshoot if there’s an issue.

of shoppers prefer shopping with 
retailers that let them pick up orders 
in store, curbside or from another 
location such as a locker. **

of associates say real-time visibility will 
help them to create a better customer 
experience. **

Close Communication Gaps

Prepare for the Unexpected Know if Shelves are Stocked Pivot at the Point of Sale 

Step 1

1 2 3

82%60%
A large retail store now saves 15 hours per week —
time which can be used by associates to be on the floor, 
selling—while the system also provides a
6% payroll savings annually.
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Step 2
Pivot Priorities with Task Management
The next step toward mastering retail is ensuring your operations can pivot in 
the moment. Whether there’s an influx or drop in demand, task management 
can help with organizing priorities on what needs to be done and by who 
while managing unexpected events.

1 Enable Associates to Spend   
 More time with Customers 

The more time associates spend on manual, time-consuming tasks, the 
less time they can focus on the customer experience. Ensure associates 
are efficient with mobile devices that prioritize their tasks in real time 
while alerting them to new ones that come in or urgent matters. 

2 Avoid Compliance Fines 
Are you prepared to change a display or pull an item off a shelf at a 
moment’s notice? Manage high priority tasks that have little room for 
error by immediately confirming or validating task completions with 
alerts and notifications. 

72% of associates prefer automatically prescribed tasks for 
managing their day vs. reading reports or figuring out the 
right tasks on their own. **

On-time task completion rates typically go up to 95% or 
higher. Before implementation, the majority of customers 
find that the percentage is in the 40’s. 

30% sales uplift on execution 
of promotional items 

Lowes went from 60% tasking and 40% customer 
service to 60% customer service and 40% tasking 
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Schedule by Skillset 

Offer More Flexibility

The right workers in the right place matter. With 
a scheduling platform, get more visibility into 
skills, years of experience and even location 
proximity companywide when hiring and 
scheduling associates to ensure stores are 
accurately staffed and operate more efficiently. 

Today’s associates want more control of 
their schedules in a way that’s convenient 
for them. Give more flexibility based on their 
preferences with a scheduling app where they 
can request time off, swap shifts, and ask for 
preferred locations and times. 

of associates want to
manage their schedule
via a mobile device/
application.** 

73%

1

2

Step 3
Master Labor Forecasting and Scheduling
We know keeping employees engaged can be a challenge in today’s competitive 
market. Workers are demanding more flexibility of when and where they work, the 
type of tasks they do, full transparency from corporate to the frontline and more. 
Take on these challenges with advanced scheduling technology and accurate 
forecasting. Here are a few ways intelligent workforce management could help 
you stay proactive with recruitment and retention. 
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Cut Down On 
Scheduling Time 

4
Scheduling can take hours to complete, and 
even after all the time store managers put in, 
it can still change. With a scheduling software, 
automate the scheduling process and sync all 
associate availability, historical data and even 
predictions to save valuable time.

Auto Zone managers spend 50% 
less time creating schedules with 
Reflexis Workforce Scheduler 

Vera Bradley reduced the time 
that store managers spent 
creating and editing schedules 
by 3–4 hours per week per store

of associates say a workforce 
scheduling software help 
them create a better 
customer experience. ** 76%

Be Proactive and Prepared
Reduce the need for last minute schedule 
changes with accurate forecasting that helps 
you schedule for high seasons of demand while 
ensuring compliance with labor regulations.

3
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Now What? 
Now that you’ve got the guide to mastering the basics in retail, let Zebra help. We’ve got the ideal mix 
of technology and solutions to help your operations advance at a pace that minimizes disruption while 
maximizing profit.  

Workforce Scheduler™ 

Reduce complexity in labor operations by controlling costs, 
increasing employee engagement and maximizing productivity. 

Time and Attendance™ 

Take back control of labor costs by restricting early clock ins, 
avoiding excessive overtime and confirming meals and breaks 
are properly taken to ensure compliance according to local labor 
laws and guidance. 

Reflexis Appointments™ 

Offer a more personalized shopping experience by allowing 
customers to schedule virtual or in-person shopping sessions, 
book time slots to pick up curbside and more. 

Real-Time Task Manager™ 

Improve workflows, increase associate engagement and deliver 
enhanced capabilities on a simple, smart interface. With a 
personalized dashboard, associates can view immediate tasks 
and communicate with co-workers.  

Q-Suite™ 

Get quick-to-implement solutions that simplify communication 
and knowledge sharing across your stores. 

Zebra Reflexis™

Zebra
Workforce Connect™

Empower and equip workers to solve 
problems and deliver better customers 
experiences with more communication and 
collaboration, right from their fingertips. 
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Become the Retailer of Choice 
We know you have some big operational decisions ahead, but don’t 
worry, we’ve got your back. Feel confident knowing you’re backed by 
a proven retail leader with decades of innovation expertise to keep 
your operations moving. 

*2021 Zebra Shopper Study 
**2022 Zebra Shopper Study 

ZEBRA and the stylized Zebra head are trademarks of Zebra Technologies Corp., registered in 
many jurisdictions worldwide. ©2022 Zebra Technologies Corp. and/or its affiliates. 09/2022.

By the Numbers 
A leader in customer satisfaction 14 years in a row 

Trusted by over 275 global leaders 

340 Fortune 500 companies are happy clients 

$2.3B increased revenue 

103 countries served with Reflexis

LEARN MORE ABOUT ZEBRA’S RETAIL SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR STORES TODAY 
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https://connect.zebra.com/Reflexis_us_en

